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I .. GEOTECHNICAL PHENOMENA 
AND THEIR IMPACTS ON THE STABILITY 

OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT TEMPLE 
AT SIWA OASIS 

BY
Hani M. H elal1), Abdelsalam M. Salem 2), Hassan F. Imam 3)



INTRODUCTION

The temple under study is dated back to the time when 
Alexander the Great had been inaugurated during his visit to 
Siwa as the son of the God Amoun. The inscriptions on the walls 
of the sanctuary prove that the Oracle Temple was built during 
the region of Amasis (560-526 B.C), the Sixth King of Dynasty 
XXVI (Fakhry, 1973). The Temple occupies an area of about 
160 m2 on a limestone hill, located in Aghormi village to the east 
of Siwa City. The floor level of the temple is higher than the 
planted surrounding area by about 22m. The famous Siwa Oasis 
lies in the northern part of the Western Desert of Egypt, at lati
tude 29° 13 N, longitude 25° 4Ó E, and to the west of the huge 
Qattara Depression (Fig. 1).

In order to point out the dangers from the impacts of geo
technical parameters on both Aghormi Hill and the Temple, 
detailed field description of the present status of Temple stabi
lity has been recorded. The Temple is located on the northern 
border of Aghormi Hill, where its slope became markedly steep. 
The effects of eroding and weathering agents can clearly be 
observed on this side. Other sides of the hill have also suffered 
from these effects in combination with other actions. It is
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Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University.
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Fig.l- Location of Siwa Oasis.

obvious that during the past times, Aghormi Hill has suffered 
serious variation from natural and artificial effects which finally 
initiated a state of instability of the hill rock formations. Such 
instability appears in the form of strata Assuring and jointing 
and in toppling of limestone blocks, near the hill toe.
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At the foot of the hill, groundwater is flowing out of the 
beds underlying the limestone formation and is mainly used for 
agricultural purposes. Due to improper planning of drainage 
and irrigation systems, a considerable rise and fluctuation of 
water levels have bèen observed during recent years.

Due to various parameters that act on the rock formation 
of the hill, the state of instablity created in rock units has been 
reflected on the structural elements of the Temple. Thus the 
northern wall of the Temple cracked and small displacements 
have been recorded. Moreover, a separation between the walls 
of the north west corner has been-observed. These new manifes
tations may reveal a critical situätion for the Temple and the 
archeological room underneath. It is obvious that consequences 
of the instability of the hill are the main sources of Temple ins
tability.

This work presents a part of the investigation carried out to 
study these sources. It deals with the geotechnical phenomena 
that appear to act on Aghormi Hill and their impact on its stabi
lity.

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF THE AREA

The area has its own special features and conditions. They 
are investigted herein and discussed in the following sections.

Geomorphology

Siwa region lies in the Western Desert and covers about 750 
Km2. The Western Desert strectches from the Nile Valley to the 
borders of Libya, and is essentially a desert plateau characte
rized by arid climatic conditions. It has numerous depressions in 
which some oases are located, such as Kharga, Dakhla, Farafra, 
Baharia and Siwa (Fig.l). Bell (1927) pointed out that Siwa 
Oasis, as well as, all oases are depressions formed in the Western
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Desert as the result of wind actions. Its floor level is governed by
the ground water elevation, which forms the base level of wind 
actions.

The sandy constituents of the formations, that were 
removed in large quantities, have been blown by south and 
south east ward wind, and deposited in the form of great chains 
of sand dunes in the Western Desert. Although wind is respon
sible for the removal of the soft beds in Siwa Oasis, it could not 
account for the destruction and removal of the hard limestone 
cap rock of Siwa hills. To the northwest of Baharia Oasis the 
ground surface elevations gradually descend towards Siwa Oasis
and Qattara Depression, to about 18.0 ms below sea level at 
Siwa.

The northern limit of Siwa and Qattara Depression is 
formed by an escarpment stretching over 300 km from Siwa to 
Moghra, and marking the southern edge of a great plateau of 
Miocene limestone, which extends north-west ward to the medi
terranean. To the south of the-edge of Miocene plateau in Siwa 
Oasis the ground level gradually rises to the general desert level, 
leaving some isolated limestone hills of low hights in the floor of 
the depression, such as that hill in Aghomi area on which the 
Temple was built.

A topographic survery has been carried out, and is given in 
Fig.2. It shows that Aghormi Hill consists of a rounded hill of 
about 11000 m2 area. About 70% of the hill surface is occupied 
by remains of old native houses. The slopes Of the hill are rela
tively steep. Many limestone blocks and masses have been sepa
rated and toppled at the periphery of the hill. Adjacent to the 
Temple from the south side there exists a depression of small 
area and of about 10 ms depth.
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Geology

It is geologically known that the miocene rocks covers 
almost the entire northern stretch of the Western Desert (Said 
1961). Unconformably, they óverlap the oldér strara, and 
appear as outcrops in Siwa and Qattara escarpment. Two rock 
units can be identified; they are Marmarica limestone and 
Moghra formations from top to bottom.

Fig.2- Topographic Map of Aghormi Hill.
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The geologic section shown in Fig.3 :(Said 1961) describes 
the sediments of the Marmarica limestone and Moghra forma
tion at the northern escarpment of Siwa Oasis, about 5 km north 
of Siwa City. Aghormi Hill is composed geologically of rather 
horizontal layers which belong to the Moghra formation. The 
exposed section of the hill stands above the surrounding level by 
about 22 ms. Detailed description of rock, as well as, lithology 
and thicknesses of different beds that have been investigated and 
sampled below and in the nearby of the Temple, are given in 
Fig.4.

Analysis of the structural lineaments map of the area pro
duced by Remote Sensing Centre in 1980 (Fig. 5), deduces only 
three fault groups. A major one is in the direction N 140 E and 
two minor systems are in N 60 E and N 100 E, respectively. 
These systems are not so obvious in Aghormi Hill due to the 
limitation of the area. Though, the hill is full of fissures and 
Joints which have been subjected to detailed surveying through 
this study.

Meteorological Conditions
Analysis of reported meteorological data (1960-1979) 

shown in Table I could reveal the following facts:
- The main prevailing wind directions in the area are essentially 

from north and /  or north west.
- It rains frequently in Siwa, except in summer. The amount of 

rainfall varies and reaches its maximum during spring time 
(3.6 m m/ cm2).

- The temperature differs considerably between day and night, 
summer and winter. This difference may reach 16-18°c.

High wind velocity in the area acts as an eroding factor. 
Besides, its action is more destructive when it carries fine sandes. 
The rate of erosion by wind action is much influenced by the 
strength of rock units. The hill stratigraphy showed that it is
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Age Rock
Unit

Level 
m.

Li tho- 
logy Description

TJTJ
s;

a»a
o-P tn<uE•H

Sea Level

+8 0 -

+70

+6 0 -

+5 0 -

+ 4 0 -

+ 3 0-

+20

+ 1 0 -

Ground Surface

White limestone with 
marl intercalations, 
fossiliferous

Chalky and richly 
fossiliferous limestone

Crystalline limestone, 
white, dense
Marl, greenish

Oyster limestone

Fossiliferous limestone

u0
o

cT
O

•H4JrtJEuoCm
fduJCO'o
X

- 1 0 -

- 20 -

Marl, greenish, gypseous, 
shaly

/ Limestone with thin marl 
bands

Marl, gypseous, shaly

Fig.3- Lithological Section of Marmarica and Moghra Forma
tions (Said 1961).
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Depth
m.

2 -

4 -

8 -

1 0 -

12-

1 4-

1 6.

1 8-

20 -

22.

Layer 
NO.

Mean 
Thick
ness m.

10

Litho
logy

r~n

3 . 8

2 . 5

1.0

2 . 2 5

1 . 3 0

2.10

2.10

1 . 5 0

2 . 3 0

2 .0 0

/Sandy limestone, containing 
calcarious materials, crys
talline, whitish brown, very

xfrard _____________I_____ _

Description

Silicified crystalline sandy 
limestone, very hard, 
brownish yellow, sandy grains 
fine to very fine

White sandy limestone, hard, 
covered with hard salt layer 
in some places

Yellowish white sandy limes
tone, marly, medium hard to 
hard, contains white calca- 
rious materials.__________ __
Brownish silicified sandy 
limestone, hard to very hard

Grey to yellowish shale, 
marly

Yellowish white limestone, 
medium hard to hard

Yellowish shale

White sandy limestone, 
medium hard

Yellowish shale

White limestone

Fig.4- Detailed Description of Rock Units of Aghormic Hill.
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Fig.5- Structural Lineaments Map of Siwa Oasis (R.S.C. 1980).
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j hv a hard crystalline limestone which is stronger than the

S ä « - :

nart of the Temple, as observed at its northwest corner ( g. ) 
Moreover thTcomiderable variation in temperature produced 
differential stresses in the rock masses, resulting m cracking . 
fissuring of the rocks.

Ground Water

tm a h o n s to Swa oZ S e "  sediments namdy fo cen e

r i t s t a : ^ ^
There are about 200 springs and wells in Siwa Oasis, the dep 
of springs nrnge J s  to 15 ms. The discharges range from few
to several thousands of cubic meters per day.
In Aghormi area, there are 19 groundwater springs. Three 
them are at the foot of the hill as shown in the topographic m p 
of 2 The discharge of the most important spring reaches 85 
m3/ day wher the water flows out of the clay beds underlying 
L  limestone formation. Based on information from old 
natives, the level of ground water is rising slowly and gradua y 
to cover some agricultural lands.
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Table 1- Average Values of Meteorological Conditions in Siwa 
Oasis over 20 Years (1960- 1979) *  .

M o n t h R a i n f a l l
m m / c m 2

T e m p e r a t u r e  Ü C W i n d  C u r r e n t  
D i r e c t i o nmax. m i n .

J a n u a r y 2.2 22 6 f rom
N o r t h  a n d / o r  
N o r t h  W e st.

A p r i l 3.6 — —

J u l y Zero 40 24

O c t o b e r 1.4 — —

★  After Monthly Meteorlogical Reports GDM.

Fig.6- Rock Slope View under the Temple.



GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Field Work

A. Discontinuities Survey
Aghormi Hill is charactatized by the presence of several 

types of discontinuités surrounding the hill specially from the 
northern part where the Temple is located. Three:main types of 
discontinuities could be observed with varying densities. These 
are cracks, fissuures and joints. Some of these discontinuities 
are small and limited, others are open and extended to cover 
several layers. In order to investigate the effect of these discon
tinuities on the stability of the Temple, and to evaluate the 
safety factor of each one, accurate surveying was used to mea
sure and record the types of these discontinuities. Field survey of 
Aghormi Hill indicated that 18 joints, fissures, and some crack 
systems are the most influential parameters. Their locations are 
recorded on the geotechnical map shown in Fig.7. The state of 
surface of each discontinuity and the type of filling and depo
sited material have also been examined and recorded.

B. Sampling of Rock Formations
As stated before and shown in Fig.4, the stratigraphic sec

tion of Aghormi Hill is composed of 10 different layers of, 
mainly, limestone and clay. In order to determine the various 
physical and mechanical properties of these layers 54 samples 
have been collected representing various formations. Sampling 
locations are chosen to cover rock units present in the hill with 
emphasis on the northern part.

18

Fig.7- Geotechnical Map of Aghormi Hill.
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Laboratory Work

Laboratory tests have been conducted on representative 
undisturbed samples secured from the different layers of the hill 
rock units. As shown in Fig.4 layers 1,2,3,4,5,7 and 9 are gene
rally formed of limestone while layers 6,8, and 10 are mainly of 
hard clay. Compression and tensile tests including the unit 
weight determination were carried out on limestone specimens. 
Physical properties of interest such as the determination of 
water content, liquid limit, plastic limit, and unit weight were 
performed on clay samples. Swelling potential, as believed to be 
of major influence on the observed instability of the hill, is 
measured by swelling tests.

All tests were run in general accordance with the applicable 
ASTM and ISRM Standards and Recommendations. Tensile 
strength was determined using Brasilian Test. The Results of 
tests on limestone are grouped in Table 2.

By the aid of swelling tests, the pressure required to nearly 
maintain constant volume of tested samples is determined and 
given along with the other physical properties in Table 3. Ano
ther group of swelling tests-in which a pressure equivalent to 
about the existing overburden is applied on tested samples-are 
carried out to determine their swelling potential. The results of 
these tests are summerized in Table 4. Unfortunately, no sam
ples of Layer 6 could be prepared for this test.

According to test results, layers 1 and 3 can be considered 
as hard resistant rocks, while layers 2 and 9 are of relatively 
weak formation. Clay layers 6 and 8 are classified as clay of high 
plasticity and layer 10 is essentially a clay of medium plasticity.
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Table 2- Physical and Mechanical Properties of Limestone 
Layers.

Sample
No.

L a y e r
No.

Dry
D e n s i t y
(qm/cm^)

C o m p r e s s i v e
S t r e n g t h
(k q / c m 2 )

Tens i l e
S t r e n g t h
(kg/cm2)

4 1 263 21
6 . 2.3 453 30
10 255 19
3 2 53 —

5 1.96 112 10
6 50 —
7 62 —

5 3 2.18 339 23
7 296 24

10 4 2.12 130 11

5 5 136 10 ■
8 2.09 72 —
10 129 9

4 7 2.07 96 8.5
9 93

2 9 1.92 38 —

10 42

Table 3- Physical Properties and Swelling Pressure.

Sample
No.

Layer
No.

Natural 
Water 
Content(%)

Liquid 
Limit jVL 

(%)

Plastic 
Limit ,vjl 

(%) P

Shrinkage 
Limit fwQ 

(%) b

Dry
Density,
(qm/an3)

Swelling
Pressure,

(kg/an2)

1 6 6.73 83 27.3 14.3 1.88 19.6
2 6 7.42 79 22.1 16.1 1.75 9.0
3 8 4.97 60 19.4 17.6 1.73 4.6
4 8 4.09 58 23.6 23.4 1.76 2.2
5 8 5.14 56 22.3 21.6 1.74 2.8
6 10 5.11 46 19.1 17.2 1.88 1.9
7 10 6.33 43 18.3 18 . 0 1.93 1.2
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DATA ANALYSIS

Swelling Potentialities of Shales and Their Impacts

Swelling tests, both of constant volume and of swelling 
percent under the effect of existing overburden, were per
formed. Layer 6 is classified as grey to yellowish marly shale and 
possesses relatively high values of liquid limit and swelling pres
sure. Its swelling pressure varied between about 9 and 20 
kg/cm2. Relatively lower values of the same properties were 
measured for both layers 8 and 10 which are classified as yello
wish shale. In average, both layers exhibit a swelling pressure of 
about or less than the actual overburden. This fact was verified 
(as shown in Table 4) by measuring the deformation while 
applying a pressure equal to that of the overburden during the 
swelling test.

As per field observations, water is flowing under an arte
sian pressure at the foot of Aghormi Hill. Through layers 10 up 
to 6 (Fig.4), capillary water flow takes place. Therefore, it is 
believed that layer 6 contributes to the cracking and instability 
of the hill.

It is worth-mentioning that this phenomenon is observed 
through recent times, specially after Temple cracking. Old 
natives who are still alive, accertain a considerable rise of the 
water surface elevation at Siwa Oasis. They prove this pheno
menon by the conversion of a great portion of their cultivated 
land to marshes and swamps mostly covered now by water. This 
rise in water elevation in the area made it easier for layer 6 to 
absorb water, swell and share in the cracking and instability of 
the hill and consequently the Temple.
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Table 4- Swelling Percent Under Existing Overburden.

S a m p l e L a y e r N a t u r a l A p p l i e d  P r e s s u r e Swelling
No. No. W a t e r  

C o n t e n t , w
~ O v e r b u r d e n

P r e s s u r e ( k g / c m 2 )
Percent
(kg/cm2)

5 8 6 . 2 0 2.8 -0.15 *
7 10 6 . 1 0 3.1 -0.05

★  (-) means compression.

Probability of Local Failures

The engineering evaluation of surveyed discontinuities 
requires their stereographic projections. Following Phillips 
(1971), they were projected using the upper hemi-sphere, as 
shown in the geotechnical map of Fig.7. Analytical study has 
been carried out to eveluate the probability of local failures 
along the different discontinuities. Using the directions stated by 
Hoek and Bray (1977), two programs were developed on an IBM 
PC computer. They aim at:
1. determining the probability of presence of potential failure 

surfaces and precising the type of probable failure, and its 
direction.

2. integration of the physical and mechanical properties of dif
ferent layers and of surfaces of these discontinuities, and

3. evaluation of safty factor of each discontinuity.

The results of this study is summerized in Table 5. Analysis 
of these resuites and the geotechnical map lead to the following 
facts:
1. Joints and fissure systems are not of tectonic origin, they are 

dispersed in different directions.
2. General (global) failure of the hill is excluded, only local fai

lures may be expected.
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Table 5- Probability Analysis of Local Failures.

T y p e  of
P r o b a b l e
F a i l u r e

L o c a t i o n  
as s h o w n  
o n  F i g . 7

Dip a n d  D i r e c t i o n S a f e t y  m  
F a c t o r Remarks

W e d g e 1 62°, N 122° W Fair .
F a i l u r ë 2 60°, N 162° W F a i r

4 72°, N 122° W Fair
5 76°, N 62° E Critical
5 72°, N 32° E Critical

18 57°, N 72° E Fair

P l a n e 5 75°, N 116° E Critical
Failure 6 47°, N 30° W Critical -Only in

7 80°, N 166° E G o o d Layer 1.
9 65°, N 153° W Fair

10 68°, N 8° W Fair
11 66°, N 14° E Fair
13 76°, N 82° E Fair

R o c k  f a l l 3,8,12,
a n d  T o p p i - 14,15,16, — — —

i n g 17

(1) Good means 1.7 or more Fair means 1.3 -1 .6  
Critical means «103 and» 1.

3. Three modes of failure could be expected in Aghormi Hill: 
wedge failure, plane failure, and rock fall or toppling.

4. The presence of potential failure surfaces appears to be more 
frequent near the Temple location. The two surfaces, No. 5 
and 6, just below the temple are in critical state and need 
immediate supporting and reinforement.

5. Location No 8 is characterized by cracking of relative high 
intensity (4 per meter) and is limited to limestone layer No.9. 
This is due to the man - made cavities in the underlying shale 
(Layer No. 10).

6. The east side of the hill is characterized by rock falls and 
toppling ranging from small pieces to huge blocks.
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Mechanism and Origin of Discontinuities

The process, again, may be analysed as follows. Water 
reaches clay beds either from rainfall and or ground water flac- 
tuations. Clay swells and exertes pressure on the overburden 
layers. In hot periods, water is evaporated and clay loses its 
volume expansion. Repetition of this operation produces cyclic 
stresses that lead with time to initiate cracking of overburden 
layers. Field observations that support this hypothesis are:
a. All cracks, fissures and joints exist at layer No. 6 and above.
b. The discontinuities are dispersed and vary in their intensities; 

the frequency is higher at the northern part than at others.
c. It seams that the discontinuities are radial, that is, one can 

imagine a centre for them located inside the hill.
d. Limestone layers intercalated with clay layers are cracked 

and have relative weak properties.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results presented herein, the following con
clusions can be advanced:

1. Aghormi Hill discontinuities are not of tecotonic nature.
2. The swelling potential of clay, specially layer No. 6, is mainly 

responsible of initiating the cracking process.
3. Other factors such as weathering agents, erosion, and man

made cavities share the responsibility of deterioration, crac
king, and instability of the hill.

4. General or global failure of the hill is excluded, only local fai
lures may be expected.

5. Potential failure surfaces near the Temple location (specially 
No. 5 and 6) are in critical state and need supporting and /  or 
reinforcement.
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II.- EGYPTOLI1/87
SOME SACRED EMBLEMS EMPLOYED 

AS SUBSTITUTES FOR FIGURES OF DEITIES.
BY

AHMED EL-SAWI



In the three principal monuments of Abydos, namely, the 
temple of Sety I, the temple of Ramesses II and the Osirion, 
there are several representations of sacred emblems that are 
employed in wall-scenes as substitutes for the anthromorphic 
figures of deities. The most numerous of these representations is 
the p d  pillar of Osiris.

THE DD PILLAR OF OSIRIS (1) fl :
V*

In two scenes on the western wall of the Osiris-Hall, in the 
temple of Sety I (lower register) are shown two episodes in the 
ceremony of “ SETTING UP THE p d ,” In each scene the p d  is 
represented as being crowned with the divine diadem of the 
sundisk and two tall plumes within the disk are two uraei with 
the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt resepectively. In the 
space between the second and third cross bars are a pair of 
human eyes and eyebrows.

In the first scene, where the king assisted by the goddess Isis 
is shown erected the Dd (photo No 1), the shaft of which is 
unadorned. But in the second where the pillar is upright position 
upon its base and held in place by a statuette of the king, the 
shaft is clad in a long, full kilt, red in colour and having a ham 
of horizontal stripes. The kilt is held in place by a white girlde 
red, fringed ends (fig. 1, photo 2). (2) In this scene, Seti I is 
approaching the p d  with two pieces of linen in his hands.

The significance of the scene is that in both examples the 
pillar is referred to as (First scene): [PI. 1.1] Osiris, the August 
Dd pillar. A vertical text behind Isis reads: [PI. 1,2] “ Words 
spoken by Osiris Wennefer” O my son, lord of the two lands, 
Men-Maät-Ra. I give to thee victory and might over every 
foreign country like Ra. (Second scene, figure 1): [PI. 1.3] The 
pillar is designated “ Osiris, the August pd  pillar who dwells in 
the Mansion of Men-Maät-Ra*. ”
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Behind the pillar, three vertical texts read [PI. 1,4]:
1- Words spoken by Osiris, the August Dd. Pillar, my beloved 

son, Lord of the two lands, Men-Maät-Ra: Thou dost exist 
(as) Horus (my) son (in) the mansion (temple) like heaven 
forever.

2- Words spoken (3) “ I give thee millions of years with 
Sd-feasts, thou appearing uppon the throne of Horus.”

3- Words spoken: “ I give to thee the lifetime of Ra.”

These texts leave no doubt that the Dd pillar is identified 
with Osiris himself, a conscious, articulate entity, and not a 
mere gilded wooden cult object. A similar, but rather more 
ornate representation of the Dd Pillar occurs on each of the two 
pilasters near the end of the northern and southern walls of the 
second hypostyle-hall of the temple of Seti I (photo No 6). In 
these examples the pillar is surmounted with horizontal ram 
horns, supporting the solar disk and plumes, two human eyes 
and eyebrows are below the upper cross-bar and below the lower 
cross- bar is a wide and ornate wsh- collar, and a shrine- shaped 
pectoral pendant. Down the centre of the shaft is a vertical ins
cription, that reads:

Northern Pilaster [PI. 1,5]: “ King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, Lord of the two lands, Lord of offerrings, Men- 
Maät-Ra, bloved of (Osiris) Khenty Imentiu, Wennfer, Lord of 
the sacred land, the August Dd pillar, who dwells in Abydos.”

Southern Pilaster [PI. 1,6]: “ King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, Men-Maät-Ra beloved of Osiris Khénty - Imentiu, 
Ta-tanen, who dwells in Abydos Wennefer therein is his true 
name” (4).

Note the interesting identification of Ta-tanen with Osiris 
Khenty Amentiu Wennefer and the seeming statement that the 
latter is the true name of the god in Abydos.

32

A somwhat similar represention of the Çd- Pillar occuts on 
the eastern wall of the great Hall of the Osirion. Here the Dd 
with its human eyes and eyebrows, wears the crown of ran 
horns, disk, plumes and uraei. Over it (as over the figure of a 
king) is a solar- disk flanked by uraei with the crown of Upper 
and Lower Egypt (But the crowns are in reverse to the actual 
position of the serpents!) and the emblem of life hanging here 
from the J)d which is supported by two statuettes of a king wea
ring the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, stands upon a base 
in the form of a building, with a cornice and doorway, on each 
side of the base are two uraei resting on the sign ; that to 
the left has the name of Isis J  above it, while the right one has 
the name of Nepthys ^  (Figure 2).(5)

An even strange pictoral emphasis on the identification of 
Dd with Osiris himself occurs in the temple of Ramesses II at 
Abydos(6). Here the pillar is surmounted by the human- head of 
the god (Figure 3 ) (7). And below the lowest cross- bar is a wsh- 
collar with a hawk’s head on each end. Two royal statues both 
wearing the crown of Lower Egypt, supprt the shaft of the 
pillar, which stand upon a plain, rectangular base.

At the western end of the southern wall of the chapel of 
“ Nefertem” in the temple of Sety I is a representation of Osiris 
Wennefer, whose head is replaced by a Dd-pillar (photo No 7)
(8).

THE TIT -  EMBLEM OF ISIS I  : Wv
On the eastern wall of the great Hall of the Osirion is a 

representation of the Isis- Jit- emblem (sometimes called the 
“ GIRDLE” of the “ BUCKLE” which here seems to personify 
the goddess herself. The Tit is surmounted by a female human 
head, wearing the Vulture crown surmounted by a disk, horns 
and two pairs of plumes (Figur 4). This representation is seen
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near that of the above mentioned human eyed Dd pillar (Figure 
2) and T3- Wr emblem of the Abydos nome. It is significant that 
the latter shows no anthromorphic traits whatever.

THE T3 -  WR SYMBOL ^ :

At the extreme northern end of the west wall of the Osiris- 
hall in the temple of Sety I is a very beautiful representation of 
the T3- Wr (10) but unfortunately the upper part of the scene is 
destroyed. The scene deals with the rite of anointing the emblem 
by Sety I within a golden shrine, the T3- Wr stands in the centre, 
to the right Sety I reaches up to anoint the top of the symbol 
considerably taller than the king, to the left stands Isis with both 
hands raised to steady the emblem.

The T3- Wr itself is a sophisticated beautifuly decorated 
odject. The upper extremity is surmounted by two tall plumes, 
raising from podium. Two uraei the crowns of Upper and Lower 
Egypt- respectively, rear their hands to the right, while their 
bodies pass Over the curve of the top of the emblem and hang 
down to the left, the rounded part of the emblem bears the head 
of Osiris, rendered full- face, and wearing a long, heavy wig, 
and the false beard. On the brow are two more uraei, the nor
thern one wearing the crown of Lower Egypt and southern one 
that of Upper Egypt. The rest of the emblem is decorated with 
small balls (bead- work separated with three plain bands, and 
terminating at the lower end in a row of drop shaped pendants 
(Figure 5). The long pole of the emblem is supported by two 
kneeling statuettes of the king. The emblem, the goddess Isis 
and Sety I stand together upon a low platform, with a cornice. 
To the right of T3-Wr is a stand with five pots of ointment, and 
to the left two offering tables, each supporting a libation jar and 
lotus flowers. Above the heads of the goddess and the king are 
the lower parts of a n offering list (photo No 5).
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A short vertical text designates the T3-Wr as [PI. 1,7]: 
“ Osiris, who dwells in the House of Men-Maat-Ra” denoting 
that the emblem and the god are identical.

Further evidence comes from two longer vertical texts to the 
right and left of the shrine,
[Pi. 1,8] right hand text: (Words spoken by Osiris) Khenty -  
Imentiu to his son, Lord of Diadems, Sety Mer-n-ptah: “ I give 
to thee favour and love, riches with gladness of heart and power, 
O thou likeness of Isis upon earth .. . .”

[pi. 2, 9] left hand text: (Words spoken by Osiris) Wen- 
nefer, who dwells in the mansion of Men -  Maât -  Ra: “ I give 
thee the lands in peace the rebels against thee are for thylcnife, it 
is thy majesty who is chief of the rulers of the foreign countries 
forever.”

Both speaches are clearly addressed by god Osiris, manifest 
in the T3- Wr, to the king. However some scholars are of the 
opinion that the T3- Wr was in reality religuary containing the 
embalmed head of Osiris and Cite this representation as a proof 
of their theory. But the fact that this representation accurs with 
other scenes showing sacred emblems which personify gods. 
And in view of the accompanying texts, I think that we may 
asume, that the T3- Wr is here the personification of Osiris 
himself.

THE HRP -  SCEPTRE j  ;

On the western wall of the Osiris in the temple of Sety I are 
two scenes depicting the king adoring the image of God Thoth 
on a standard (11). In the first scene (from north) Sety I offers 
incense to Thoth in the form of an ibis, (photo 4) designted [pi. 
2, 10]: “ Thoth, Lord of the; devine words, who dwells in the 
mansion of Men-Maat-Ra.”
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In the second scene Sety offers a loaf of white bread to a 
golden Hrp scepter. The emblem, which is of a bigger size than 
the king himself, has a pair of human eyes and eyebrows near 
the upper end of the blade. It rests upon the Maât pedestal 
and is supported by a kneeling royal figure (Figure 6; photo No 
3 )(12). In front of it is a laden offering-table under which are two 
jars of beer, resting in ring-stands, and decorated with lotus 
flowers. The Hrp is designated [Pl.2.11]: “ Thoth, the director 
of the gods(13' who dwells in the mansion of Men-Maät-Ra.”

Behind the sceptre is standing on the same pedestal of Maât 
a standars with a figure of a hawk, whose chest and upper part 
of the wings are bound with a red ribbon (14). The hawk stands 
upon a plain golden perch, also supported by a kneeling royal 
figure.
Three vertical lines of text read:
1 - (Words spoken by Thoth, director of the gods(15): “ O my

beloved son, Lord of the two lands, Men-Maat-Ra, how 
beautiful are the monuments which thou hast built for my 
father, Wennefer!”

2 - “ I cause for thee that thy monuments endure like heaven.
Thy lifetime being like that of the sun disk (itn) within it 
within i t (16).”

3 - “ I give to thee the kingship of Ra forever upon his throne
upon earth.”

In this scene, the hrp, of caurse personified Thoth in his role of
?,rn • /

CONCLUSIONS:

From the examples given here it seems clear that there was a 
belief that certain god could manifest themselves, actually and 
completely, in their inanimate sacred symbols, granting a belief 
in the existance of the K3, and its power to enter or even animate
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a replica of itself. It is easy to understand the belief that the K3 
of a god or a deceased person could manifest itself in a statue or 
relief representing its normal host. But the idea underlying the 
relief we have just discussed, namely that a devine entity could 
manifest itself in a sacred but normally inanimate object has a 
deeper and more profound significance, which can be inter
preted as a conscious and deliberate reference to a primitive 
from of fetish-worship from long before dynastic times. I hope 
that this discussion and analysis will give more light on the 
symbolism and the methiology in ancient Egypt.
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NOTES

1 - Henry Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods, (1978) PP. 178,
179; George Posner, Dictionaire de la civilisation Egyp
tienne, Paris 1959, PP. 91, 207;
Erman, Religion, P.31; Gressmann, Tod und Aufestehung 
des Osiris, P. 9; Sethe, Dramatische Texte, P. 156; Guthier, 
Annales 35 P. 81; Bonnet, Reallexikon der aegyptischen 
Religionsgeschichte, P. 149 ff (Berlin 1952).

2 - Celverly, Gardinner, Abydos, vol III Pis 6-9; E.A. Wallis
Budge, Osiris, vol. I (New York 1973) P. 56;

3 - The signs (çid mdw) are repeated at the head of each vertical
line in nearly all inscriptions in the temple, perhaps they 
take the place of “ INVERTED COMMAS’’ denoting that 
the text is supposed to be spoken, or as a question.

4 - As “ Wennefer” among (them is) his true name ?
5 - Budge, The book of the dead, (1977) p. 73 ff, (The scene is

from the papyrus of Ani, British Museum No 10, 470 sheet 
20, pi. 2); for the same idea ibid, pp. 51 - 56.

6 - The southern face of the southern pillar in the southern
statue-hall.

7 - Budge, op. cit., Osiris, vol. I, P. 52.
8 - Budge, op. cit., Osiris, vol. I, P. 51.
9~T Budge, op. cit., The book of the dead, P. 522; Budge, op.

cit., Osiris, vol. I, PP. 276-277, vol. II, P. 280.
10 - The standard of the name of Abydos, the 8th nome of 

Upper Egypt; Celverly, Gardiner, Abydos, voi. Ill, PI. 6; 
H. Frankfort, op. cit. PP. 201-203; Quibell, Hierakonpolis, 
vol. I, PI. XLI; Sethe, Urgeschichte, PP. 64-65; Abdel 
Monem Abu Bakr, Untersuchungen ueber die aegyptischen 
Kronen, (Berlin 1937) P. 40, PI. 10; Budge, op. cit., Osiris, 
vol. I, P. 54.
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11 - They occur immeditaly to the north of the above mentioned 
scenes of “ SETTING UP THE Dd.”

12-Celverly, Gardiner, op. cit., volgili, PI. 7.
13 - Controller or administrator ? or perhaps the sing hrp

should be read as Shm, in which case the title could be 
“ POWER OF THE GODS.’’

14 - Does the hawk personify also Thoth ?
15 - Note that the signe is here determined by a divine male

figure, again showing that the emblems are here considered 
as the actual manifestation of the god.

16 - Itn the sun-disk. Despite Sety’s known hatred for Akhe-
naton and all his works, there was no animosity against the 
Aton (Itn) and this word occurs elsewhere in this temple to 
designate the solar-disk.
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III.- SOME VARIATIONS OF WRITING 
OF THE NAMES OF SETY I AT ABYDOS.

BY
AHMED EL-SAWI



When Sety had become King, the god Seth came to great 
known, the army that set Forth for the East countries in the First 
regnal years of Sety I consisted of Three divisions, that of 
Amon, of Ra, and of Seth. The army of Ramses II, which was to 
Fight the Famous battle of Kadesh, Consisted of Four divisions, 
That of Amon, of Ra, of Ptah, and of Seth. That means Seth 
From the begning of 19 th Dy. is become accounted one of these 
according to the army and to Court eireles (1).

The normal writing of the personal name of 
Sety 1 is, of course, (see pi. I. Fig. 1) Stjj- 
mrjj-n-pth. This form is found on all his 
monuments, other than those of Abydos. It is 
the correct form, using the figures of the Gods 
Seth and Ptah. But while Seth was tolerated 
during the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties in 
many parts of Egypt, and especially in the eas
tern Delta (2), where he was regarded as a war- 

god (3), he was certainly highly unpopular in Abydos, where he 
was, of course, detested as the auk enemy and murderer of 
Osiris.

Therefore, when Sety began building his monuments at 
Abydos, his name must have caused some embarrassment. It 
was unthinkable that his cartouche, containing the name of Seth 
should be carved in the Temples of Osiris, and in that God’s 
most sacred district!.
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The mere substitute of the pictographic sign $$ by the 
alphabetic form ß ä  would not have been acceptable- the hated 
name of Seth would' still have been present. So, the persons res- 
ponsible, boldly delated all mention of Seth, and in the inscrip-

tions in the Temple proper, substituted the sign §  for thus 
changing the King’s personal name from Sety to Tity (or Thety 
?)! (See pi. I. Fig. 2) For the inscriptions in the annex to the 
Temole (which consisted of a fine pillared audience hall, or 
pavillion, and storage rooms), they went still further. Changing 
the Seth- figure for that of Osiris, they altered the King’s name 
to Wsirjj (pi. I. Fig. 3).

The epithet following the personal name also underwent 
some changes. Instead of the normal, simple form of Mrjj-n- 
pth, determined by a figure of the god ptah (pi, I. Fig. 1), they 
added to the name to the name of ptah a figure of Osiris, wea
ring his typical crown with the flanking plumes, or the white 
crown of Upper Egypt, (pi. I. Figs. 2,5). This made the epithet 
read: Mrjj-n-pth- Wsir “ Beloved-of-pth-and-Osiris” (or
“ of-ptah-osiris” ) . An exception occurs on some doorjambs in 
the annex, where the name of ptah occurs, but with no determi
nation (pi. 1. Fig. 3). There was, of course, no objection to the 
God ptah in Abydos but it was presumably considered tactful to 
mention the name of Osiris as well. Or the determinative of ptah 
may be omitted, and replaced by a figure of ptah with the crown 
of Osiris (pi.I. Fig. 4).

An interesting variation of the name occurs on an abacus of 
a column in the Osiris Hall (PI.I.Fig. 5). This reads: S3-Rac Titjj
Mrjj-n-Pth Wsir Mrjj Wsir (“ The Son of Re’, Sity beloved of 
Ptah-Osiris, beloved of Osiris” .)

The prenomen Mn-maat-Rae (“ Established-is-the-Truth (or 
Justice)-of-Re’ ” ) (see PI. II Fig. 6), contained no embarrassing
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elements, but it lent itself to several attractive and sometimes 
fanciful variations, of which the following are examples:

No. 1 Mn-maat-Rac this is the common from of the prenomen, 
found at Abydos and elsewhere. (PI. II. Fig. 6).

No. 2 Mn-maat-Rac (PI. II, Fig. 7,8) a fanciful form, showing 
the God Ra, holding the feather ß maat, and seated on
the sign mn . In Fig. 7, which is from the columns in 
the Osiris Hall, the name is flanked by disk-crowned uraei 
(6), In Fig. 8, which is from the false-door of the cultchapel 
of Amun Rac, the name files a plian rectangle in the 
“ transome above the door” (7).

No. 3 (pi. II, Fig. 9) cnh-ntr-nfr-Mn-maat-Rac-Mrjj-Wnnfr 
(“ Live the Good God, men-maat-Rac beloved of Wen- 
nefer” ). From an abacus in the Osiris Hall. (8)

No. 4 (pi. II. Fig. 10) cnh-ntr-nfr-mn-maat-Rac Mrjj-Wsir 
(“ Live the Good God, men-maat-Rac, beloved of 
Osiris” ) . (9)

No. 5 (pi. II, Fig. II) cnh-ntr-nfr-Mn-maat-Ra1 (Mrjj) Wsir nb 
T3-cJsr (“ Live the Good God, men-maat-Rac , beloved of 
Osiris, Lord of the Sacred Land” . ) (10)
There are also the variations: Mn-maat-Rac Mrjj-n-Rac 
(“ men-maat-Rac, beloved of Rac” ) and Mn-maat-Rac 
Tit-Rac (“ men-mait-Rac, Image of Rac” ). Both occur on 
an architrave in the Osiris H a ll.(11)

No. 6 (pi.Ill, Fig. 12) Mn-maat-Rac HK 3-lwn.w (“ men-maät- 
Rac, Ruler of Heliopolis” .) From the eastern jamb of the 
door leading from the Second Hypostyle Hall into the 
corridor of Kings. On the western jamb of the same 
doorway is much-damaged version of the prenomen, in 
which the epithet was ? f  Hk 3 W3st (“ Ruler of 
Thebes” ). (12) ‘ *

No. 7 (pi. Ill, Fig. 13) Mn-maat-Rac, an interesting, but perhaps 
faulty, writing of the prenomen. Here the sign of the obe
lisk is used to replace It is flanked by figures of 
Rac and maät. But Rac is holding the feather maat, which,
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in view of the fact that the Goddess herself is represented, 
makes this element Maat redundant !, most probably 
means that Rc represent also the troth. This writting 

. occurs on a pectoral of a figure of Amon-Min, in the 
Cult-chapel of Amon-Rac. (13)

No. 8 (pi. Ill, Fig. 14) is a very interesting variation of the pre
nomen. It occurs with a figure of Sety I, who is seated in 
a shrine with the God Osiris, and is supposed to be dead 
and deified. Another figure of Sty, shown as a living 
King, Kneels before the shrine. The prenomen accom
panying the deified figure of the king is not enclosed in a 
cartouche.
It reads Mn-Ma5t-Rac, and is followed by the epithet 
Ntr-c (“ The Great God” ). Here the oblish again replaces 
the signées , and is followed by the figures of maat and 
Rac, thus placing the signs in the order in which they are 
pronounced, instead of the usual manner placing Rac 
before maat and maat before mn for honorific. From the 
extreme southern and of the eastern wall of the Osiris 
Hall. (14)

No. 9 (PI. Ill, Fig. 15) A very beautiful variation of the writing 
of the prenomen. The sign is flanked by standing 
figures of maat and Rac.
It occurs on the jambs of the doorway leading from the 
Hall of Soker to the Chapel of Soker-Osiris, in an elon
gated cartouche containing the names and epithets of 
Sety I in enigmatic writing.

No. 10 (PI. Ill, Fig. 16) Here the disk of the sun, Rac appears 
above the top of the obelisk, mn, while the Goddess 
Maat squats to the side.

This form occurs in the writing of the name of the Temple 
of Sety I Hwt-Mn-maät-Rac. This particular example occurs on 
the western wall of the Osiris Hall. (15)
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NOTES

(1) R.O. Faulkner, The ware of Sety I, JEA 33, (1947), P. 37 
ff.; The same outher, Egyption military organisation, JEA, 
39, (1953), P. 42; M. Habu, Pis, 12,16,80,92,98.

(2) According to the Famous “ Stela of 400 years” From Tanis 
(and now in Cairo museum) the Family of Sety I were an 
old military family, established in the Sethirite home since 
the time of Hyksos, and names compounds with that of 
Seth seem to have been popular amung them, see:- Sta- 
delmann, Die 400 Jahr Stela, CdE40, no. 79, (1965), P. 46. 
ffi W.Helck, Die Beziehungen Ägypten, Zu vorderasien im 
3 und 2 Jahrt ausend. ehr, Wiesbaden, (1962). P. 353; T. 
Velde, Seth, God of Confusion, Leiden, 1977, PP. 127-32; 
J.Wilson, The Burden of EGYPT (1957), PP. 159-60, 239- 
40; Montet, in Kemi, IV (1933), P. 191 ff.

(3) J.B. Pritchard, The Ancient Near East in Picture, (1954) P. 
317; H. Haas, Bilder atlas zur Religionsgechichte. Ägyp
tische Religion, Leipzig-Erlangen, (1924). no 54. (Stela 
From Thebes: Berlin 8440); J. Cerny, La date de F intro
duction du Culte de Seth dans la Nord est du Delta, ASAE 
44, (1944). P. 295-98; J. Vandier, La regligion Egyptienne, 
Paris, (1949), P. 149; L. Habachi, Khataana-Qantir: 
Importance, ASAE. 52 (1954), P. 513.

(4) For the sign Tit or (Thety), the amulet which connected 
with Isis. See:- Budge, Book of the Dead, London, 1977, P. 
522; Tb, Osiris, Vol. II, (1973-New York), PP. 280, 365, 
366.

(5) Jurgen von Beckerath, Handbuck der ägyptischen 
Konigsnamen, (1984), p. 236.

(6) I give here location From which the example was copied, 
but most of them also occur elsewhere in the Temple 
See:-Calverley, Gardiner, Abydos, III, pi. 30; Jurgen op. 
cit, pp. 234-36.

(7) Gardiner op. cit. Ill, pi. 30; Jurgen op. cit, p. 236.
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(8) Cardiner op. cit, III pi. 30.
(9) Cardiner, op cit, III, pi. 30.
(10) Cardiner-op. cit., Ill, pi. 30.
(11) Jurgen, op. cit., p. 236, Cardiner op. cit., III. pi. 30.
(12) Cardiner op. cit. I, pi. 34.
(13) Cardiner op. cit. II. pi., 10.
(14) Cardiner op. cit., III. pi. 13.
(15) Cadiner op. cit. I. pis. 7, II, 15; Vol. II. pi. 2, 14, 15, Voi. 

Ill, pi. 27.
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IV.- THREE OLD KINGDOM STELAE 
FROM THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM IN CAIRO.

BY
AHMED EL-SAWI



I. The False-door Stela of Thy (Jde 41570) [fig.7]
Limestone
Height: 51 cms; Width:
Rectangular, roughly worked stela the rim of which is decorated 
with the zig-zag pattern of a stylized torus. The top of the stela is 
shaped into a concave cornice. In the centre of the stela is indi
cated a rectangular slab with the scene representing the deceased 
sitting at the offering table. Both the deceased and the table with 
offerings are higly stylized. The deceased wears a long wig, his 
left hand rests on his breast, his right hand slightly touches the 
offering table. In front of him, above the offering table, a line 
of a hieroglyphic inscription reads:

£3  (n) t3, h3 (n) hnkt n Thy: (1)
A thousand of breads and a thousand of beer-jugs Ihy.
The scehe is surmounted with a htp-di’-nswt formula, the con
tinuation of which flanks it on both sides:
Htp-di’-nswt Wsir, nb D dw ,(2)
(di’.f) prt-hrw (m) t, hnkt, p3t n t sic! smr-wcty Ihy. (right door
jamb), (di’.f) prt-hrw (m) t, hnkt, p3t n tslc! imy-r hntyw-s pr-c3 
Thy.(left door-jamb).

An offering which the king gives (to) Osir,Lord of Busiris, 
(that he may give) invocation-offering (consisting of) bread, 
beer, and cakes to the sole companion. Ihy, (that, (that he may 
give) invocation-offering (cosisting of) bread, beer, and cakes to 
the overseer of tenant farmers of the palace, Ihy.

At the bottom of each column of inscription is a standing 
figure, wearing a long wig and short apron and holding in one 
hand the long stick and in the other a scepter.
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In the middle of the false-door stela a horizontal inscription 
reads: ’Imy-r hntyw-s pr-c3 Thy:
The overseer of tenant farmer of the palace Ihy.

The inner lower portion of the stela contains the two figures 
s of the owner, facing each and holding a long stich. Each figure 
is surmounted with the name ’Ihy.

The false-door stela of Ihy was found near Mastabat 
Faraun at south Saqqara.(3)
-The door from the architectural features can be dated in the 
reign of Neuserre (4), but the figures of the deceased are excuted 
push the date back to Dyn VI or later.(5)
II. The False-door Stela of Tmm (JdE 36808) [fig. 2] Limestone

Height: 103 cms; Width: 73 cms 
The rectangular stela, bordered with a plastically shaped rim in 
the form of a torus, is surmounted with a concave cornice. In 
the middle of the stela is a scene of the deceased at the offering 
table. The deceased wears a long wig and a short apron, his left 
hand rests on his breast and his right hand slightly touches the 
of-fering table. Tn front of the head of the deceased and above 
the offering table a horizontal line of hieroglyphic inscription 
reads:
H3 t h3 hnkt, h3 k3w h3 3pdw, h3 ss. h3 mnht:

A thousand of breads,a thousand of beer-jugs, thousand of 
oxen,a thousand of fowl,a thousand of clothes and linen.
The stand of the offering table is flanked with two representa
tions of stands, one with a spouted vessel, the other with Kbh- 
vessels. The scene of the deceased sitting at the offering table is 
surmounted with a Horizontal line of an inscription that reads: 
Ss c3w-nswt hft-hr,(6) im 3hw, ’1mm.(7)
The king’s letter-scribe of the court, the honourd Imm.
An inscription on the top of the stela reads:
Htp-di’-nswt wsir (di’.f) prt-hrw (m) t, hnkt, p3t n spss'nswt,(8) 
ss, Imm: An offering which the king gives (to) Osir., (that he
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may give) invocation-offering (consisting of) bread, beer, and 
cakes to the king’s gentelman, the scribe Imm.
The inscription on the right door-jamb reads:
Ss c3w-nswt hft-hr, Tmm:
The king’s letter-scribe of the court Imm.
The inscription on the left door-jamb reads:
S3b, imy-r ssw c3w, Tmm:
The senior overseer of the letter scribe Imm.
At the botton of the inscriptions on both left and right door
jambs are the standing figures of the deceased, wearing a long 
wig and a short kilt and holding in one hand a long stick and in 
the other a scepter. The inner lower portion of the stela bears 
two atanding figures of the deceased, his hands hanging along 
his body, The figures, facing each other, are surmounted with 
short horizontal inscriptions that read:
Hry-hbt Tmm. (right) : The lector priest Imm.
Ŝpss nsw Tmm. (left) : The king’s gentleman.

The stela bears remains of polychromy. The inscriptions 
were green, the concave cornice was painted dark blue and 
green. The torus is dark yellow with zig-zag pattern painted 
brown. The scene of the deceased at the offering table is painted 
dark yellow and brown. The bottom of the stela decorate hori
zontal stripes in yellow and brown.

The stela come from Saqqara; from the vicinity of the 
pyramid of Unas.

According to the architectural feature of the door, it can be 
dated from the reign of Neuserre to the early Dyn. VI.(9)

III. The False-door stela of Wc-stw (JdE 60542) [Fig. 3] 

Limestone
Height: 105 cms; Width: 54 cms

Rectangular false-door stela, richly decorated with hie
roglyphic inscriptions, representations of the deceased and his



family, and scenes of bringing the offering animals. The lintel 
bears an inscription with htp-di’-nswt formula. The text reads: 
Htp-di’-nswt (m) htp di Inpw hnty sh ntr krs (tw-f) m smyt 
imntt, iry-ht nswt, wc-stw ( .

A boon which the king gives, a boon (which) Anubis, (who) 
is in front of the divine booth, (gives): (namely) that he may be 
buried in the western necropolis, the king’s acquaintance, 
Wc-Stw.

In the central portion or the stela, under the drum, is the 
representation of the deceased seated on a chair. He wears a 
short wig and a short, pleated kilt. His left hand, holding a flail 
(?), rests on his breast, his right hand being laid on the lap. The 
vacant space above and around him fills in an inscription which 
reads:
Iry-ht nswt, shd bi3w (n) nbw (11) (or nbyw ?), (12), im3hw, 
Wc-stw.

King’s acquaintace, Inspector of the gold-mine the honourd 
Wc-stw.

Under the deceased is depicted a standing figure of his wife 
and a daughter. The female figure wears a long wig and a tightly 
fitting robe, her right hand rests on her breast and her left hand 
hangs along the body. The inscription in front of her face reads: 
s3t-mrt: (13)
The small girl faces her mother and an inscription in front of her 
reads:
H m t-...(?)(14)

The right door-jamb is divided in three registers. In the top 
register is depicted a standing figure of the deceased accompa
nied with a little figure of his son. The deceased, wearing a long 
wig and a short kilt, holds in his left hand a long stick and in the 
right one a scepter. The boy faces his father, with his right hand 
holds his father’s leg and in the left one grasps a bird.
The inscription above the deceased reads.
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’Iry-ht nswt, shd b’i3w (n) nbw, Wc-s_tw.
King’s acquaintance, inspector of the goldmine Wc-Stw.
The inscription above the head of the boy reads:
S3.f mr(y.f), Di-Pth.

In the central register is a scene of two men bringing an 
oryx.
In the register at the bottom of the right door-jamb is again 
depicted a standing male figure (a son of the deceased ?) 
accompanied with that of a little boy. The man wears a short wig 
and a short kilt. In the left hand he holds a long stick, in the 
right one a handkerchief. In front of him is an inscription which 
reads:
Nfr-hr-Pth.(15)• **

The left door-jamb is divided in three registers, too. The 
top register bears the representation of the wife and daughters of 
the deceased. The wife wears a long wig and a tightly fitting 
robe. Her right hand rests on her left one hangs along her body 
and holds a lotus flower. Three other lotus flowers adore the 
head of the woman. An inscription in front of the face of the 
woman reads:
’Iry (t)-ht nswt, S3t-mrt:(16) -The king’s acquaintance, s3t-mrt.

The elder daughter faces her mother, touches her with her 
left hand and in her right hand holds a lotus flower. An inscrip
tion sbove her reads:
Ny(t)-cnh-Ht-hr. (17)
The younger daughter firmly holds the legs of her mother. An 
inscription above her head reads:
Mrt-’it .s .(18)

In the lowest register again the deceased is depicted in a 
striding position. He wears the fur of a panther and a long wig. 
His right hand rests on his breast, in the right one he holds a 
scepter. An inscription in front of him reads:
Shd bi3w n nbw (or nbyw?), Wc-stw: The inspector of the gold 
mime Wc-stw.
The stela was found by G.Reisner in 1933 (Excav.no. B 8294),
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possibly in the tomb of Seshemnefer II (G 5080) in the West 
Field at Giza. (I9) The owner of the stela, possibly the son of 
Seshemnefer II, lived in the time of Neuserre. (20)

NOTES:

1 - Ranke, PNI, 44/ 22.
2 - W. B arta, Aufbau und Bedeutung der ägyptischen opfer

formel (Äg. Abb. 24, 1968), 21 ff-; S -Weibach, die ägyp
tische Scheintur (Diss Hamburg, 1981) p.8ff.

3 - G.jequier, Le Mastabat Faraoun, 24 ff.
4 - G.Reisner, A History of the Giza Necropolis, Voi. I,p. 379.
5 - Top.Bibl.III2, pt-2/ 2, 688; W.S.Smith, HESPOK, 2nd ed.

pp. 217, 224.
6 - “ The scribe of royal documents in the-presence (of the

king) seeH.jnnker.Giza XII; Hft-Hr translated as 
(court),see W. A.Word. Index of Egyptian Admistrative 
and Religious Titles of the M K.(American University of. 
Beirut, 1982) p.158 (No. 1361)

7 - Ranke,O.C. quotes s.v Imm examples since MK only.
8 - Helk, Wolfgang, Untersuchungen zu dem Beamten-titln

des Ägyptischen Alten Reiches. (Gluck-stadt, 1954), P. 
118.

9 - Reisner, O.c.p. 379.
10- Not attested in Ranke, O.c. the name should be translated 

probably as “ the only one that makes the libation’’.
11- E. Graefe, Untersuchungen Zur Wortfamilie bi3 (Diss- 

Philosoph. Fak-Köln, 1971) 87 ff.
12- Wb II, 241 (nbj “ Goldschmied” )
13- Ranke-o.c. 289/ 13.
14- The name is not attested in Ranke, PN.
15- Ranke, o.c. 198/ 8.
16- Ranke, o.c. 289/ 13.
17- Ranke, o.c. 171/ 18.
18- Ranke, o.c. 158/ 18.
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19- G. Reisner, o.c. 214.
20- Top. Bibl. I ll2, 147; K. Baer, Rank and title in the Ok. 

(Chicago, 1960) pp. 132, 293; N. Kanawati, the Egyptian 
Adminstration in the Ok, (Warminster, 1977) P. 154; H. 
Junker, Giza VI. P.241.
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IIV.- A NEWLY DISCOVERED STATUE 
OF A PRIEST OF MIN FROM AKHMIM.

BY
AHMED EL-SAWI



Six years ago started the excavation of the Egyptian Anti
quities Organization at Kom-El-Thawara, a site on the western 
slope of the till within the centre of the modern Town of 
Akhmim. (1) The remains of a large Ramesside temple disco
vered on the site have already become well known to the egypto- 
logical circeles. (2)

In the temple colossal statues of Ramesses II and his 
daughter princess Merit-Amun were found. Among a number of 
the other and also historically important archaelogical finds 
rank also a headless block statue of grey granite. (Figs: 1,2) The 
statue has following dimensions:

Max Height : 49 cms.
Base Width : 37 cms. 

depth : 50 cms. 
height : 13 cms.

The statue represents a squatting man on a rectangular pedestal 
with rounded angles from behind: (“ Würfelhocker” ). The 
unfortunately missing head of the statue prevents us from a 
deeper amd detailed analysis. The polished statue is inscriped 
with seven horizontal lines in front, and three columns on the 
dorsal pillar. The hands only appears from the dress, the right 
one resting opon on the left knee, while the otherone holding the 
hanging flail which resting on the right knee. The man is clad 
with along fitting robe reaching down to his ankles. He has two 
sandales engraved in a very clear details.

The inscription on the Front side of the statue reads (Fig: 3):

1- Htp di nswt St, wrt, mwt ntr, hryt-’ib ’Ipw ’Hr, nd ’lt.f.
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2- s3 Rc, wsir, hfc3; di’.sn sh3 nfr m hnw ’lpw, rn.i’ mn m.
3- b3h.sn n hiu’ n.f ssp.f snw m prt.
4- m b3h cnh m spyt hr hnt, wrh.tw n.f.
5- dpt, cntyw, mdt, ht-ntr, i’w.f m.
6- smsw n nbw snwt mi’ nn hsyw n k3 n.
7- hm-ntr, tisy n Mnw ’St, i’my-r k3t nb (t) ’lpw, Mnw.
A boon which the king gives to Isis, The great, The divine 
mother, in the middle of Akhm im ,(3) Horus protector (avenger) 
of his Father, Horus protector (avenger) of his Father,(4) son 
of R=, Osiris ruler, (5) that they may give a good memory in the 
interior of Akhmim, a name enduring, (6) in the presence of 
thaem, he does not miss his receiving the offerings comming 
froth in the presence, garland, what is left over on the recepticle, 
is to be anionted (with), offerings: myrrh, oil of the divine offe
rings he being with the followers of the lords of shrines (8) like 
those the favourites (i.e.dead) to the k3 of the prophet, fovou- 
rite of Min and Isis the overseer of works of the Lords of 
Akhmim Mnw (10).
The inscription those on the dorsal pillar raads (Fig:4):
1 - Htp [di’ nswt] ’Imn-Rc, p3wty, hpr m h3t, di’.f wn twt [n.f]

[mn]...
2 -. . .  [m] ’lpw, k3.f mn m b3h.f rc nb, p3wty. f n Mtyw [im].
3 - ... [n] b3h, r.f hr mdt m’i shr ntr n [k3] [n] hm-ntr, hsy,

Mnw. v’ '

“ A boon which the king gives, Amon Rc the primaeval god 
who existed since the begining, he causes to be an enduring exis
tance to h im ...........(in) Akhm in(11), his spirit is remain in front
of him every day, his primaeval god of “ those who are there” a 
coman priphrosis for “ the dead” . (12) (in) your region (13), his 
mouth speaks according to the plans of god to the K3 of the 
prophet the favour Mnw” .

As mentioned above, a profound iconographie analysis of 
the headless statue would be difficult. The analysis of the text 
and the archaeological context of the finding make it possible to
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date the statue of the priest of Min, praised of Min and Isis, the 
overseer of all the works in Akhmin, Mnw, to the 20 1 , rather 
than the 19 th Dynasty.
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NOTES:

1 - The Excavation is directed by Mr. Motawea Balboush, Mr.
Yehya Saber, Zen El-Acabedien Diab to whom I should like 
to thank for friendly cooperation.

2 - Kuhlmann, Materialien Zur Archäologie und Geschichte des
Raumes von Achmim; ASA.LXIX, P.7-13.

3 - Fischer, ZÄS 90 (1963), 40-41; LAI,S.V.“ Achmim” .
4 - parker, leclant, Goyon, The Edifice of Taharga by Taharga

by the sucred lake of Karnak, p.65 with n.51.
5 - cf. Wd.III p.170.
6 - stewart, Egyptian stelae, Reliefs and paintings from the

petrie collection, II, pis. 16,18.
7 - JEA 63 pl.XXII.
8 - Kuhlmann, O.C., 11-13.
9 - L A IV, S.U. “ Min” .
10- Ranke, pN I, 151.14.
11- Gardiner, AEO, I, 118 + .
12- Gardiner, Egyption Grammer 2nd ed, p-150 § 199. cf. urk 

IV,26.17.
13- Faulkner C.D.P. 78.
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Correction

Page Line Fault Correct

31 22 Seti 1 Sety I
34 16 hands heads
35 25 Osiris Osiris-Hall
56 8 Temole Temple
56 15 to the name (isrepeated)
67 1 [Fig 7] [Fig 1]
67 15 Scehe Scene
68 15 of-fering offering
68 19 Tn In
70 9 or of
71 17 on her on her breast,
71 31 right left
79 IIV V
82 12 thaem them
87 Fig 3 Fig 4
88 Fig 4 Fig 3
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EGYPTOLI 1/87
SOME SACRED EMBLEMS EMPLOYED 

AS SUBSTITUTES FOR FIGURES OF DEITIES.
BY
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AND THEIR IMPACTS ON THE STABILITY 

OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT TEMPLE 
AT SIWA OASIS 
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